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Quick summary

- 10-11 February 2017 - Open Food Hackdays
- 15 February 2017 - Project is selected to be supported by 

food.opendata.ch
- May - June 2018 - Users tests
- 13 June 2018 - SwissText 2018
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Introducing...
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Who is Rupert?

Your companion for a healthier and more 
responsible lifestyle.
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Why a chatbot ?

- Simple
- Friendly
- Intuitive 
- Customizable
- Growing popularity
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The architecture & the technologies
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Rupert
3 main functionalities

1. Help the user to reduce his 
meat consumption

2. Help the user to eat 5 fruits & 
vegetables per day

3. Give information about food 
production and consumption 
in Switzerland
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Focus on the coaching part
(points 1&2)
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The process
1. The user defines his goal (eg. eating less meat)
2. Rupert asks basic questions about his current 

consumption and goal
3. Everyday, Rupert asks the user his consumption
4. At the end of the week, Rupert sends the results
5. Go to step 1

In the meantime, the user can learn tips & statistics 
about his goal by talking with Rupert.
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The follow-up

Rupert sends the results at the 
end of the week. The user can 
tune his goal and start a new 
week challenge.
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Motivation & information
Different informations are available to the user, such 
as statistics of Swiss meat consumption, what we 
should eat to be sustainable, and so on.

Links to articles, web pages and more data related to 
the subjects.

Rupert personality : he’s nice, he talks like a friend 
would, he always answer, he speaks your language 
(french for now)
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User tests
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Tests
- Performed in May 2018 (4 weeks)
- 36 participants
- 65 challenges started

- 30 meat
- 35 fruits/vegetables
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Thanks !

@nathan_quint
@jackycasas_
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